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Sweet to the Soul 
Proverbs 16:24 

Pastor Bill Farrow 

“Pleasant words are as a honeycomb, sweet to the soul, and health to 
the bones.” - Proverbs 16:24 (10:32; 15:26). 

The entirety of Chapter 16 speaks or a better way of life through serving the 
Lord.  It is interesting how different this idea is than the common perception and 
mindset of our present culture.  Even those who profess Christ sometimes 
believe that the purpose of God in redemption is to give to us, though they often 
condition this “giving” on how much we give and believe.  How very silly and 
downright heretical this idea is.  I believe it to be a stench in the eyes of our 
Lord and virtually the act of treading on the mind and will of God in the 
accomplishment of redemption.  Rather, it is our goal, our responsibility, our 
duty is to seek, to follow after and obey He and His Word.   

Fortunately, Solomon saw and understood this to be true and incorporated it 
into his Prophetic message to men here in the Book of Proverbs.  He knew it to 
that which would fill the hearts and minds of Gods’ people with joy or 
happiness/fulfillment and what he here calls “honey”.   

“Pleasant words are as a honeycomb, sweet to the soul, and health to 
the bones.” - Proverbs 16:24 (10:32; 15:26). 

The word “Pleasant” is the Hebrew word “No̅’am” and speaks of that which 
is lovely, pleasant, delightful, or friendly.  We can readily see what Solomon 
intends the words in view to have as their character.  We should note that this is 
not talking about the things we say to others, or that which is said by others to 
us.  We’ll address this idea in just a moment. 

But we probably should understand it to refer to the speech characteristic of 
the wise of heart (Cp. vv. 21a, 23a): the wise consider their words carefully (vv. 
20a, 23a) so that their words are both persuasive (vv. 21b, 23b) and good for 
body and soul (v. 24); they exhibit faithfulness to God (v. 20b) and are 
considered discerning by others (v. 21a). Such wisdom is a fountain of life, and 
foolish speech is empty of any such benefits (v. 22). 

It seems more likely, or at least tangential in their likelihood to be referring 
to the pleasantness and profit of the words that are a part of Biblical preaching, 
study, reading, witnessing, etc.  It is the taking in of God’s message and 
instruction that is this great pleasure to the believer. 

These “pleasant word” is like “a honeycomb” to the hearer.  This, of course, 
speaks of the place where honey is stored; either where it is made by bees, or 
where it is kept for further us once harvested.  We can see that this is so because 
the word Solomon uses for “honeycomb” speaks of “honeyed words” and they 
words,” are they that which reflect intelligence, judiciousness, and discernment 
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in speech. This refers to eloquent discourse from the wise (cf. v. 24).  It is NOT 
simply speaking of words and please the ear.   

Honey was a choice food stuff in the times Solomon spoke.  They were 
simply that which was put into a cup of tea to make taste better (though it could 
surely be used thus).  As we have said, when used in this fashion it spoke of the 
benefit to the soul reaped by the one’s hearing (or reading, etc.). 

“Pleasant words are as a honeycomb, sweet to the soul, and health to 
the bones.” - Proverbs 16:24 (10:32; 15:26). 

We can know that there is more than simple taste in view, and thus more 
than earthly honey by the description of its’ effect given: 

It is not mere sweetness to the mouth, but to the soul.  The soul is a very 
general word used to refer to the entire non-material part of the man (not the just 
the male).  The words in view are that which does for the soul what is 
desperately needed.  It feeds, strengthens, encourages, and even emboldens the 
spiritual part of us and gives us what is needful to se effective in the service and 
honoring of our heavenly Father.  We might also consider that there may be an 
implication here that it not only does as we have said, but it is that which is 
enjoyable or beneficial to our souls. 

Solomon want us to understand not only this but that there is benefit in the 
areas of strength and stability as well.  Hence these pleasant words beneficial 
also to the “bones” as well.  He is talking about strength and ability to serve.  
Where normal honey is benefit to the human body, the “pleasant, honeyed 
words” have similar, though spiritual benefit and pleasure to the soul. 

Now, just to summarize and rehearse our Interpretation…“Pleasant words” 
are words that give pleasure—and more. They are wholesome as well as sweet. 
Even as honey in the honeycomb (sweeter than that expressed from it) was 
valued by the ancients for its virtues as a medicine, and for its soothing 
properties when rubbed into a fractured limb. Probably the wise king had in 
mind his father’s (David’s) words as touching the statutes and judgments of the 
Lord” (Ps. 19:10). But he is speaking here also with reference to words such as 
may be spoken by man to man, and he commends such as are pleasant.  The 
implication is that our words ought to be “honeyed” with the content and 
message of the Bible for them to be of best benefit in all regards. 

As always, there are illustrations in the Bible of this principle: 
 How reassuring were Joseph’s words to his conscience-stricken 

brethren!  
 What refreshing intercourse took place between Jonathan and David, 

strengthening the hands of David in his day of sore trial, and making 
the friendship of Jonathan “very pleasant” unto him (1 Sam. 20; 2 Sam. 
1:26)!  

 The “pleasant words” customary between Boaz and his work-people 
must have had a wholesome influence upon their mutual relations.  
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 But what can compare with “the gracious words” which proceeded out 
of the mouth of Jesus, their great Descendant after the flesh? What but 
the same sweet truths, “the wholesome medicines of the doctrines 
delivered by Him,” as taught and administered by His ordained 
servants? 

Application — “Pleasant words are a pure offering” to God (Proverbs 
15:26). They are also most beneficial and necessary to man. Without them hope 
would be extinguished and hearts droop. A forlorn and dreary lot would be that 
of man. “What is sweeter than honey?” (Judg. 14:18). What but kind and 
gracious speech, seasoned with the Word and sense of the Bible, coming from 
lips which distil love? Did a little honey dropped from the honeycomb alone 
enlighten the eyes of one ready to faint (1 Sam. 14:29)? No, the implication 
there was there was spiritual content as well.  And do not words of genuine 
sympathy and consolation revive the mournful and the desponding?  

But who shall speak such words? Surely it ought to be the part of those who 
have “tasted that the Lord is gracious” to comfort others who are in trouble by 
the comfort wherewith they themselves are comforted of God (2 Cor. 1:4). None 
else can do it so effectually. But for this, I must be a Christian indeed, and so, 
happy in myself. The bees are types of prudence and chastity. Their honey is of 
their own gathering from the flowers God provides them. Great is their diligence 
and skill in storing it up and building the cells for it. So, to have at my command 
words sweet and healthful as honey from the honeycomb, I must aim at wisdom 
and purity, must frequent the means of grace (the flowery pastures of the 
Church), and take pains to learn the divine art of commending Christianity to 
the world by speech alike pleasant and profitable. 


